
New D-optimal Designs of Order 110Roderik J. Flether and Jennifer Seberry �AbstratWe give two new D-optimal designs of order 110.Key Words and Phrases: D-optimal designs.AMS Subjet Classi�ation: 05B20.1 IntrodutionA D{optimal design of order n is an n � n matrix with entries �1having maximum determinant.If n � 2 (mod 4), n 6= 2, Ehlih [6℄, showed thatdn � (2n� 2)(n� 2)n2�1and equality an hold only if 2n� 2 = x2+ y2, where x and y are in-tegers. Ehlih himself found matries yielding equality for the sevenvalues of n � 38, and Yang [14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄ for the next six values42, 46, 50, 54, 62, and 66. Matries yielding equality of the other val-ues of n are onstruted as follows: n = 86 [2℄, n = 74; 82; 90; 98; 102[3, 4℄, n = 114; 146; 182 [12℄, n = 122 [13℄, n = 126; 186 [5℄, n = 150[10℄. Reently two in�nite series of n � n (n � 2(mod 4)) matrieswith elements �1 and maximum determinant were disovered. The�rst series (Koukouvinos-Kounias-Seberry-Singer-Spene KKSSS)[12℄, exists for n = 2(q2+q+1) where q is a prime power. The seond�Address of �rst author: 10141 Maxine St., Elliott City, MD 21042, USA.Address of seond author: Centre for Computer Seurity Researh, Shool ofInformation Tehnology and Computer Siene, The University of Wollongong,Wollongong NSW 2522, Australia. Researh supported by ARC Large GrantsA9803826 and A49703117. 1



series ( Whiteman-Brouwer WB) [13℄, exists for n = 2(2q2 +2q+1)where q is an odd prime power.D-optimal designs of order 2v � 2(mod 4) an be onstrutedusing two irulant �1 matries A and B, of order v, satisfyingAAT +BBT = (2v � 2)Iv + 2Jv :Then D given by D = " A BBT �AT # :is a D-optimal designs of order 2v � 2(mod 4).The D-optimal design satis�esDDT = (2v � 2)I2v + 2I2 � Jv :We onduted a searh for a D-optimal design of order 110 us-ing the power spetral density (PSD) test as desribed in Flether,Gysin and Seberry [8℄. The PSD test makes use of a relationshipbetween the disrete Fourier transforms and the periodi autoorre-lation funtions of the �rst rows of the matries A and B, de�nedabove. The PSD of a sequene is de�ned by taking the squared mag-nitude of eah term in its disrete Fourier transform. It is shown in[8℄ that the sum of the PSDs of the �rst rows of A and B is a onstantsequene. Moreover, the vast majority of �1-sequenes that ouldform these rows (based on the number of ones and minus ones om-prising them) have PSDs that exeed this onstant in one or moreof their terms. Sine the PSDs are non-negative, it follows that suhsequenes an be eliminated from further onsideration. Thus, onlya small fration of all possible sequenes are left as viable andidates.In this instane, we used the PSD test to �nd the �rst rows ofirulant �1 matries of order 55 satisfyingAAT +BBT = 108I55 + 2J55:Approximately four million sequenes ontaining 34 ones and 21minus ones passing the PSD test were found by random searh, andone million andidate sequenes with 31 ones and 24 minus ones were2



likewise found. The ombined searh time was about 94 hours on apersonal omputer using a 200 MHz Pentium TM miroproessor. Asthe searh proedure eliminates shifts of the sequenes and involvesdeimations, whih orrespond to multiplying all the elements of a setby an element x with gd(x; 55) = 1, solutions arising from di�erentPSD are inequivalent.Two solutions for the �rst rows of A and B were found as follows:---11-1--111-11---11--1--1--1-1-1-1-1--11111111111--11;----1-111-11--1111-1111-1--1-111-111-1----11111-11-1111.---1-----11-11-11--1111-1-111-1-1-11111111--111-1111-11----1-1---1111-1-11-1111---1--1111-1--11--11-11-1-11111.Alternatively these an be desribed as 2 � (55; 21; 24; 18) sup-plementary di�erene sets.This is the �rst time a D-optimal design has been found for order110.Referenes[1℄ A.E. Brouwer, An in�nite series of symmetri designs, Math.Centrum Amsterdam Report ZW 202/83, 1983.[2℄ T. Chadjipantelis, and S. Kounias, Supplementary di�erenesets and D-optimal designs for n � 2mod4, Disrete Math.,57 (1985),211-216.[3℄ J.H.E. Cohn, On determinants with elements �1, II, Bull. Lon-don Math. So., 21 (1989), 36-42.[4℄ J.H.E. Cohn, A D-optimal design of order 102, Disrete Math.,102 (1992), 61-65.[5℄ D.Z. Dokovi, On maximal (1, -1)-matries of order 2n, n odd,Radovi Matematiki, 7 (1991), 371-378.3
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